. However, electrons in superheavy elements move much faster than those in lighter atoms. As a result, the 7s and 7p electron energy levels are expected to be very stable, the 7s particularly so due to the inert pair effect. Two of the 7p electrons are also expected to be more stable than other four.
The upshot is that the +2 oxidation state is likely to be favoured 7 . There should also be an accessible +4 oxidation state, although it would probably only be achievable with very electronegative ligands such as fluorine (for example, LvF 4 ). Conversely, the +6 oxidation state -observed for all the other elements in this group bar oxygen -is unlikely to occur due to the difficulty of removing the 7s electrons. We see comparable patterns of behaviour in polonium, which we'd expect to have very similar chemistry. The most stable class of polonium compounds are polonides, for example Na 2 Po (ref. . LvH 2 would be expected to be less stable than the much lighter polonium hydride, but its chemical investigation might be possible in the gas phase, if a sufficiently stable isotope can be found.
Despite the considerable challenges posed by the short-lived nature of livermorium, scientists are keen to explore its chemistry experimentally. As Robert Eichler, head of the heavy elements research group at the Paul Scherrer Institute in Switzerland concludes, more model studies will be required to establish the most efficient way to produce these new superheavy element species, but "chemistry has arrived on the island of stability of superheavy elements" 9 . It seems unlikely that scientists will ever carry out experiments on test tubes full of livermorium, but new insights may not be that far away. ❐ KAT DAY is a freelance writer who maintains The Chronicle Flask blog, https://thechronicleflask.wordpress.com. Twitter: @chronicleflask
